The Existence of Tri Datu, From Temple’s gift to Souvenir Industry
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ABSTRACT

Consisting of three colors: red, white, and black, Tri Datu reflects three absolute powers surrounding the universe. Balinese Hindu people manifest the trinity deities into interwoven red, black and white threads. Almost in every Balinese Hindu ritual, the existence of the Tri Datu thread can be seen. Therefore, the Tri Datu thread has been using as a ritual instrument or protective amulet. On a philosophical level, the item has a value of self-control. If someone is wearing the sacred item, they would properly behave in society because the interwoven thread represents the divine symbol of righteousness. Many Balinese have been spotted wearing the three-colored thread, thus attracted the non-Balinese people curiosity. The phenomenon was perceived by wider communities that the interwoven thread is local identity. It is gradually led to market demand to obtain the Tri Datu as a souvenir from the island of God. One to another home industry of the Tri Datu accessories emerged as a response to tourism industry demand. Today, one may find the Tri Datu thread-based souvenir in the marketplace at ease. Although the interwoven thread strongly relates to religious symbols, it does not mean that non-Balinese cannot wear it. One should be aware that the Tri Datu holds a religious value that should be taken into account. Therefore, one should avoid wearing it inappropriately, such as a leg bracelet, or put it in any place without consulting it beforehand.
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INTRODUCTION

Consisting of three colors: red, white, and black, Tri Datu reflects three absolute powers surrounding the universe. Balinese Hindus manifest these three powers in the form of interwoven threads, bracelets, or necklaces. Before the year of 2000s, the three-colored interwoven threads were identical to indigenous ritual instruments. Today, one may find that the thread is on sale, in contrast with the previous custom, where someone may receive the instrument only after conducting the Yadnya ritual. It is no longer associated only as a sacred gift from the Balinese Hindu ceremony. Some argue that the instrument experiences commodification. It loses its primary meaning as a sacred item, degenerated into an ordinary accessory of mass production for tourism. However, other perspectives view Tri Datu has been experiencing a universal acceptance. It means its philosophical value is no longer exclusively believed by Balinese, but its existence has been well-received globally.

THE CONCEPT OF TRI DATU

In Hindu’s teaching, three phases of life: birth, life, and death, are believed to be beyond human control. Throughout the history of humankind, Humans tend to manifest something from their imaginations. Thus they were called a homo empiricus, homo imaginarius, and homo symbolicum.1 With the limited ability of humans to control this phase of life, they practically believe that there is a higher power beyond their capability to regulate the birth, life, and death of mortal beings in the universe. This idea then gave birth to a Tri Murti concept.2 The concept expressed that the supreme being manifests the universe power into three figures: Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva. Each figure then represents in color. Fire is associated with Brahma, the God of creation. Thus he is symbolized with red. Black color represents Vishnu, a symbol of fertility, duty, care and maintenance. Then white is for Shiva, the color representing cleanliness, beginning and end, the empty phase when living things reach their end of life. On a ritual level, Balinese Hindu people manifest the trinity deities into interwoven red, black and white threads commonly known by Balinese people as Tri Datu thread, or in some areas called Sridatu.4

Figure 1. Tri Datu thread. Balinese Hindu people manifest the trinity deities into interwoven red, black and white threads commonly known by Balinese people as Tri Datu thread, or in some areas called Sridatu.4
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The threads should be the same in size and woven like a hair braid.3

According to the existing historical record, it can be considered that the custom to wear the Tri Datu bracelet was strongly influenced by Hinduism after the Majapahit Empire conquest to Bali, at the set of Bedahulu kingdom. In the old Javanese manuscript dated 9th to 11th century, Agastya Parwa stated that the Tri Datu thread for humans protects themselves from hostile forces. Thus the humans can deflect negative influences and may act wisely. In essence, the Tri Datu thread is self-actualization in worshipping Tri Murti. Balinese Hindus perceive the bracelet imbued with mystical power as a symbol of the almighty God’s protection.5

Meanwhile, the oldest Balinese historical record that mentions the thread’s existence for the first time in history is Babad Dalem. The ancient manuscripts mentioned the Tri Datu usage was in the 14th - 15th century, during King Dalem Waturenggong. At that time, the king was in the middle of a war with the king of Dalem Nusa kingdom, named Dalem Bungkut. When King Dalem Bungkut was defeated, a pact between Dalem Waturenggong and Dalem Bungkut was made. The defeated king ordered Ratu Gede Mecaling, his loyal warrior, to create deadly epidemics targeting people on Bali’s mainland every year. As a repellent, they were required to perform offering rituals and wear a Tri Datu bracelet as a symbol of devotion to the Creator. Over time, the thread is recognized as an identity symbol of Balinese Hindus.6

Some scholars believe the three colored threads have been long used in Hindu religious practices. Dr. Ida Bagus Subrahmaniam Saiyta, SH, S.Ag., M.Fil.H., from I Gusti Bagus Sugriwa Hindu State University revealed, the instrument can be seen at mendem pedagingan (foundation stone laying ceremony). At the ceremony, the stone is convoluted by the Tri Datu thread. Other ceremonies such as Pemangku initiation and student commencement also incorporated the usage of this religious item.7 Further explanation was given by Bali Province PHDI chairman, Prof I Gusti Ngurah Sudiana. He mentioned that wearing Tri Datu-colored threads means binding oneself to religious norms. Almost all Yadnya rituals required braided thread availability. Starting from the Dewa Yadnya ceremony, the instrument serves as the supreme being, Ida Sang Hyang Widhi, with all of the manifestations’ guides. In the Butha Yadnya ceremony, the Tri Datu serves as a pamoggog (Complement) if the offerings were inadequate. In Rsi Yadnya, the interwoven thread would be coiled up on the student body by the teacher as a symbol of devotion to the creator. Over time, the thread is recognized as an identity symbol of Balinese Hindus.6

Likewise, some shamans grant amulet in the form of a Tri Datu bracelet to deal with the patient’s disease or misfortune. The amulet has magical powers as a repellent. The user of the amulet will be protected from danger originating from humans, such as black magic or the netherworld’s curses.10

Along with the popularity of wearing the Tri Datu bracelet, this trend has been experiencing developments, starting from the number of colors in the threads and other supplementary materials to elevate the accessories’ aesthetic appearance. For example, in 2015, Besakih Temple gifted nine colors of interwoven thread namely Sanga Datu to the pilgrims.12 Meanwhile, some temples give four-colored, five-colored, or nine-colored interwoven threads as a gift. However, it serves as an accessory gift from the Temple, unlike the Tri Datu, which serves as an essential ritual instrument. The additional colors in the thread were based on the representation of Dewata Nawa Sanga, the nine rulers of the cardinal directions.

Since it has such a profound meaning, Balinese Tri Datu bracelets are often worn by Balinese people when holding religious ceremonies. Nowadays, almost all religious ceremonies in Bali are accompanied by the participants’ wearing of the Tri Datu
Popular culture when its characteristics are mass-produced, profit-oriented, and widely used. The user motive is more emphasis on pleasure. One by one, Tri Datu home-based industry sprouts in many areas around Bali to fulfill the market demand for this new attractive gift from Bali. Nowadays, people do not need to undergo prayer rituals or visit holy places to obtain one. They may obtain the bracelet with additional Ongkara letter plates, perforated money, or any Hindu-related religious symbol by purchasing it at a souvenir shop or online marketplace.

The Tri Datu bracelet as pop culture is the result of the creative industry. Its production process combines various existing aspects in Balinese society with the aesthetic presentation. Furthermore, the item is added with a variety of new creativity, thus enriched its value. Combining attractive packages with vivid explanations in many languages, brand sentimental marketing strategy, and exact price made the commodities a valuable gift that hard to resist. Although the Tri Datu no longer only serves as a religious instrument, broader society is expected to wear it properly.

According to Bali Province PHDI chairman, Prof I Gusti Ngurah Sudiana, nothing was wrong if non-Balinese wear Tri Datu. However, he emphasizes that one should know how to use the three-colored thread-based accessory. For instance, Sudiana explained that someone should avoid wearing it as a leg bracelet because it would be prone to infuriate Balinese society. The simple reason because the thread's initial function is a sacred symbol of Tri Murti. Therefore, if someone misused Tri Datu, either they obtained it from ritual or marketplace can violate the local belief and their identity.

CONCLUSION

Dalem Ped Temple in Nusa Penida has been well-known to be the first Temple that grants its pilgrim the Tri Datu thread. The custom then spread to many temples around Bali. The indigenous healer or shaman often gives the Tri Datu thread a symbol of protection to their patients. Furthermore, Almost in every Balinese Hindu ritual, the existence of the Tri Datu...
thread can be seen. Therefore, the Tri Datu thread has been using as a ritual instrument or protective amulet. On a philosophical level, the item has a value of self-control. If someone is wearing the sacred item, they would properly behave in society because the interwoven thread represents the divine symbol of righteousness.

Many Balinese have been spotted wearing the three-colored thread, thus attracted the non-Balinese people curiosity. The phenomenon was perceived by wider communities that the interwoven thread is local identity. It is gradually led to market demand to obtain the Tri Datu as a souvenir from the island of God. One to another home industry of the Tri Datu accessories emerged as a response to tourism industry demand. Today, one may find the Tri Datu thread-based accessories in the marketplace at ease. Although the interwoven thread strongly relates to religious symbols, it does not mean that non-Balinese cannot wear it. Bali Province PHDI chairman, Prof I Gusti Ngurah Sudiana, pointed out that one should be aware that the Tri Datu holds a religious value that should be taken into account. Therefore, one should avoid wearing it inappropriately, such as a leg bracelet, or put it in any place without consulting it beforehand.
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